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1. Introduction 

A basic question in the theory of ordered sets is how many chains are needed 

to cover a given partially ordered set. In this paper we study the correspond- 

ing question for antichains which also leads to interesting questions. The 

antichain covering number of a partially ordered set P = (P, <) is the small- 
est cardinal a(P) = « such that P is a union of « antichains. One natural 

way to partition a partially ordered set into antichains is the following. Let 

f:P—P' be a strictly increasing map from P into the partially ordered 

set P’ = (P’,<»-) (ie. t <p y > f(x) <e- f(y)), then the set of images 

{f-1(z) : x € P’}, which we call the kernel of f is an antichain covering 

of P. Define the rank of P, r(P), to be the smallest cardinal « such that 

there are a poset P’ of cardinality |P’] = «, and a strictly increasing map 

f:P—P’. Since a partially ordered set has a linear extension of the same 

cardinality, it follows that the rank, r(P), is also the least « such that there 

is a strictly increasing map from ? into a chain of size x. 
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Problem 1. Is a(P) = r(P)? 

In the special case of a well founded partially ordered set P, the ordinal 

height of an element z € P is inductively defined by setting 

h(x) = sup{h(y) +1: y < zc}. 

This is a strictly increasing map from P into an ordinal and the levels of 

P,L,= {xe P: h(x) =a} (a < A(P)), give an antichain decomposition. 
Thus for 4 well founded partially ordered set P we have that . 

a(P) <r(P) < |A(P), (1.1) 

where h(P) = min{a : L,(P) = 9} is the height of P. Equivalently, h(P) 
is the least ordinal a such that there is a strictly increasing map from P 

into a. If P is well founded and of finite height, then P contains a chain 

of size h(P) and so there is equality in (1.1). Kurepa [14] observed that 

a(P) < No holds if and only if there is a strictly increasing map from P 

into the rational chain 7, and so the equality a(P) = r(P) also holds in this 

case. In fact, Kurepa’s proof gives a little more. For an ordinal a, denote 

by T2(a) the linearly ordered set of all sequences of 0’s and 1’s of length a 

which have a last 1 (ie. f € Th(a) & f : a — {0,1} and there is € € a 
such that f(€) = 1 and f(y) = 0 for € < 7 < a) ordered lexicographically. 
In particular, T2(w) is order isomorphic to 7. 

Theorem 1.1. Let a(P) =. Then there is a strictly increasing map from 

the partially ordered set P into the chain T(x), and hence 

a(P) < r(P) < 2<* (= S {2 :p< r}) 4) 

Proof. By definition P is a union of & pairwise disjoint anchains Ayfv < 

k). For « € A, define f, € To(K) by setting f,(€) = 1 if and only-if 

€ < v and there is y € Ag such that y < z. The map zh Is is ‘strictly 

increasing. WB 

Corollary 1.2. GCH => (VP)a(P) =r(P). 

A universal chain of cardinal p is a chain C = (C,<) which embeds 

every chain having the same cardinality u. There is. a connection between 

Problem 1 and the existence of a universal chain of a certain cardinality. 

For, example, if ys is an infinite cardinal number and 2<" = y, then we get 

as an immediate corollary of Theorem 1.1 the well-known fact that T2(j1) is 

a universal chain of cardinal u. We prove the following.
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Theorem 1.3. Let u be an infinite cardinal. If 

(VP) a(P) = w= r(P) =, 
then there is a universal chain of cardinal u. 

Proof. Let D = (D,<) be the direct sum of all chains of cardinality p, 

ie..D = p x R, where R C 24*# is the set of all linear orders on pz and 

(€, p) < (n,o) holds if and only if p = o and (€,7) € p. For each € € p, 
the set D, = {€} x R is an antichain in D, and so a(D) < y; on the other 

hand D contains chains of cardinality 4, and so a(D) = u. Therefore, by 

the hypothesis of the theorem r(D) = u, and so there is a strictly increasing 

map from PD into a chain C of cardinality yu; from the definition of D it 

follows that C is a universal chain of cardinal py. @ 

Although the existence of a universal chain of cardinality ~ does not 

ensure that 2<“ = ys (see Kojman & Shelah [13]), we can ask the following 

question. 

Problem 2. Is the converse of Theorem 1.3 true? (We are grateful to the 

referee for bringing to our attention a result of S. Shelah [24] (Theorem 

4.7) which shows that it is consistent that (~CH+3 a universal chain of 
cardinality X,.) 

We call an antichain decomposition of a partially ordered set P rankable 

if it is the kernel of some strictly increasing map f : P — P’, and we consider 

such decompositions in §2. Another natural way to partition a partially 

ordered set P = (P,<) into antichains is the following. Choose a maximal 

antichain A C P. Then P\A = Py UP,, where Py) = {2 € P: x c a for 

some a € A} and P, = {xr € P:a<_z for some a € A}. Now repeat this 
on Po and P,, choosing maximal antichains Ay C Py, A; C P, and defining 

sets Poo, Poi, Pio, Pii etc. The process is continued until P is exhausted. 

We call such a decomposition a tree antichain decomposition of P, and we 

discuss these decompositions in §3 in connection with the special partially 

ordered set S(X, «) defined below. 

As usual, «+ denotes the successor cardinal of x, and [A]" = {X C Az 

|X| = «}. We shall denote by S(A,«) the set [A]" ordered by inclusion. 
In §3 we will prove the following theorem; this result was also obtained 

independently by M. Scheepers [21].
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Theorem 1.4. For infinite cardinals A, k there is a strictly increasing map 
from S(A,) into S(«*, «). 

An immediate corollary is the following. 

Corollary 1.5. a(S(A, «)) < r(S(A,«)) < 2" ifw<K <2). 

The inequality a(S(\,«)) < 2" is attributed to Milner & Erdés in [6], 
but no proof was ever published. Independent proofs have been obtained 
by F. Galvin [10], M. Scheepers [21] and Z. Szentmikléssy (unpublished) 
[25]. The proof we give of Theorem 1.4 uses an idea of Galvin. Note that, 
for A 5 « the equality a(S(A,«)) = r(S(A,«)) — 2" follows if there is a 
C-increasing chain of cardinality 2” in [\]", or equivalently, in [k+]*. But 
this.assertion is known to be independent of the axioms of set theory (see 
W. Mitchell [17] ). 

Another easy corollary of Theorem 1.4 is the following. For an element 
x of the partially ordered set P = (P,<), denote by P(<z) the set {y € P: 
y <x} ( P(< 2), P(> =) etc. are similarly defined). 

Corollary 1.6. If P = (P,<) is a partially ordered set, « an infinite 
cardinal and |P(< 2)| < « for all x € P, then r(P) < 2<". 

Proof. By hypothesis P = U{P, : u < «}, where P, = {x € P: 
|P(< «)| = p}. Since the map x + |P(< z)| is (weakly) increasing, it 
follows that r(P) < So{r(P,.) : u < «}, where P, = P|P,. Also, the map 
«++ P(< =) is a strictly increasing map from P,, into ([P]*,C), and so, by 
Corollary 1.5, r(P,,) < |S(u*, w)| = 2". Thus r(P) c 25". m 

It is perhaps of some interest to note that Corollary 1.6 also follows 
directly from Theorem 1.1 and a set-mapping theorem of Fodor [8] which 
states that: if is an infinite cardinal and f : E + (E) is a map satisfying 
« ¢ f(x) and|f(z)| < x(x € E), then E is a union of x free sets H,(p < k) 
(the set H is free if f(x) H = for all z € H). Indeed, the free sets for the 
set-mapping defined by f(z) = P(< z) are antichains. Thus, if |P(<z)| <« 
for all x € P, then a(P) < « by Fodor’s theorem and so r(P) < 2<" by 
Theorem 1.1. i 

Problem 3. By the definition of rank, if f is a strictly increasing map from 
P into P’, then r(P(<2)) < |P’(< f(zx))| (Vz € P). Is there necessarily a 
partially ordered set P’ and a strictly increasing map f :P — P’ such that 
equality holds for each x € P?
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If the answer to Problem.3 is positive, then the hypothesis |P(< x)| < « 
in Corollary 1.6 can be replaced by the weaker assumption that, for all 
xz € P, r(P(< T)) < x. However, we do not know the answer to the 
following question. 

Problem 4. Is there a cardinal p(x)(< 2<"?) such that, if r(P(<z)) < 
holds for all x € P, then r(P) < v(x)? 

The chain-number of a poset P, c(P), is the smallest cardinal « such 
that |C| < « for every chain C in P; this number is attained if c(P) = |C| for 
some chain C' in P. Clearly c(P) < a(P). There is equality if c(P) is finite, 
but in general a(P) cannot be bounded by any function of c(P). Indeed, 
this can be seen by a slight modification of a well known example of Perles 
[18]. The direct product « @ x, of the infinite cardinal « with itself (i.e. the 
ordering of « x « in which (a, 8) < (a’, 8’) a <a’ and B < £’) is easily 
seen to have no infinite antichain and is not a union of fewer than « chains. 
This example shows that there is no immediate generalization of Dilworth’s 
theorem [4] to the case of a partially ordered set whose antichains are not 
finitely bounded in size. For our purposes we consider instead the strict 
product, P = «Ox, of the cardinal « and its dual x” (i.e. P = (x x K, <), 
where (a,b) < (a’,f’) + a < a’ and B > 8). Since two elements are 
comparable in P if and only if they are incomparable in k 9 x, it follows 
that P contains no infinite chain, c(P) = w, but P is not a union of fewer 
than « antichains and so a(P)(= r(P)) = x. 

In a similar way, the height of a well founded partially ordered set is not 
bounded by any function of its rank. Indeed, consider the partially ordered 
set Pa of height a in which every chain is finite constructed by transfinite 
induction in the following way (see {11]). Let P, be the one-element poset. 

. For limit a, Pa is the direct sum of the Pe for all B < a, and for a successor 
ordinal a = 6 + 1, P,, is obtained by adding one new element to Pg which 
is a maximum. By induction it follows that P, contains no infinite chain, 
A(P.) =a, and r(P,) < r(Pz) < A(P3) <w, where P” is the dual of P. 

If G = (V,£) is an undirected graph a subset A C V is a clique of 
G if [A]? C E, and A is an independent subset if [A270 E = 0. The 
chromatic number of G, x(G), is the least cardinal « such that V is a union 
of « independent sets. We also define the clique number of G, W(G), to be 
the smallest cardinal A such that |A| < A for every clique A in G. Clearly, 
¥(G) < x(G), but, in general, ~(G) is not necessarily attained and there may 
be strict inequality. A graph @ is good if it contains a clique of cardinality
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x(G) (in which case 7(G) is attained), and G is perfect if every induced 

subgraph is good. If G is the comparability graph of a partially ordered set 

P (ie. 2, y € P are joined by an edge in G if and only ifr < y ory < 7), 

then the independent sets are antichains and the cligues are chains of P; 

thus a(P) = x(G) and c(P) — ¥(G), and the chain number of P is attained 

if the comparability graph is good. Corollary 1.8 below gives a necessary 

and sufficient condition for the comparability graph of a partially ordered 

set having countable antichain number to be perfect. 

Denote by C, the chain of length n and let Q = @{C, : n < w} 

be the direct sum of all the finite chains C, (n < w); also denote by 

Kg the comparability graph of 2. We will prove (see §4) the following 

characterisation for a graph of countable chromatic number to be perfect. 

Theorem 1.7. IfG is a graph with chromatic number x(G) < w, then G 

is perfect if and only if every finite subgraph is perfect and G contains no. 

induced subgraph isomorphic to Kg. 

In particular, since the comparability graph of a finite partially ordered - 

set is perfect, we have the following corollary. We say that the partially 

ordered set P =< P,<> embeds the partially ordered set P’ =< P’,<'>, 

and write P’ < P, if and only if there is a strictly increasing map (an 

embedding) f : P’ > P such that x <' y @ f(x) < fly). 

Corollary 1.8. If P is a partially ordered set such that a(P) is countable, 

then the comparability graph of P is perfect if and only if P does not 

embed 22. 

The condition that x(G) be countable in Theorem 1.7 may not be 

essential, but some condition on G is needed. The interval order on a 

linearly ordered set S is the ordering on the set Z(S) of all non-trivial open 

intervals of S of the form (u,v) with u < v in S, ordered so that I < J holds 

if x < y holds in S for all z € I and y € J. Now suppose that S is a Suslin 

line, i.e. a chain of cardinality 8; which contains no countable dense subset 

and contains no uncountable family of pairwise disjoint open intervals. The 

interval order on S, Z(S), contains no uncountable chain and is not the 

union of countably many antichains. (For, if F = {(ta,ya) : a < A} is 

any family of pairwise intersecting members of Z(S), then the set of left 

endpoints {x, : a < A} contains a countable cofinal subset and hence there 

is a countable set which intersects all the members of . Consequently, 

T(S) is not a union of countably many antichains.) Thus, the comparability
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graph of Z(S) is not good. On the other hand, the interval order Z(S) of 

any linearly ordered set S does not embed QQ; in fact it does not even embed 

C2. ®C, the direct sum of two 2-element chains. 

By Theorem 1.1, if the partially ordered set P embeds 7, the rational 

chain, and if a(P) = w, then c(P) is an attained supremum. In §5 we con- 
sider this question, whether c(P) is an attained supremum, for an arbitrary 

scattered partially ordered set (P is scattered if it does not embed 7). We 
will prove the following result. 

Theorem 1.9. For a scattered partially ordered set P the following 

statements are equivalent: 

(i) P it does not embed Q; 

(ii) P’ contains a chain of cardinality r(P’) whenever P’ < P; 

(iii) The comparability graph of P is perfect. 

Moreover, if P is well founded then these conditions are also equivalent to 

(iv) P’ contains a chain of order type h(P’) whenever P’ < P. 

Let us say that the poset P has property AF if there is a strictly 

increasing, surjective map from P onto some chain such that the image of 

any antichain of P is finite. Write P € AF(C) if the chain C is a witness 

that P has the property AF. Note that if P has the property AF, then it 

does satisfy (i)-(iii) of Theorem 1.9. In fact, we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 1.10. Let P € AF(C). 

(i) If C is infinite, then P contains a chain of cardinality |C|; 

(ii) the comparability graph of P is perfect and hence P does not embed Q; 

(iii) if P is scattered (well founded), then so also is C. 

Proof. Let f be a surjective map from P onto C such that the image of 

any antichain is finite. For each y € C let x, € P be such that f(z,) = y. 

Since f|P’ is a bijective map from P’ = {z, : y € C} onto C, it follows that 

P’ contains no infinite antichain. 

(i) By the Erdés-Dushnik-Miller theorem [5], P’ contains a chain D of 

cardinality |D| = |C|. It follows that |D| < a(P) < r(P) < |C| and so 

a(P) = r(P) =|DI. 
(ii) If C is finite we can assume that |C| is minimal, in which case P contains 

a chain of size |C|. Thus, in any case, P contains a chain of cardinality
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a(P) = r(P). Since the property AF is hereditary, it follows that the 
comparability graph of P is perfect and therefore does not embed 92. 

(iii) C is order isomorphic to a linear extension of P’, and it is known (see 

e.g. [2]) that any linear extension of a scattered (resp. well founded) 

poset with no infinite antichain is also scattered (resp. well founded). @ 

As a corollary of this and the last part of Theorem 1.9 we obtain the 

following result of Milner & Sauer [16]; the special case when f is the height 

function was obtained independently by Pouzet [19] and also, for countable 

P, by Schmidt [22]. 

Corollary 1.11. If there is a strictly increasing ordinal-valued function, f, 

on a poset P such that the image of every antichain is finite, then P contains 

a chain of order type h(P). 

Proof. Since P has property AF its comparability graph is perfect and so 

P does not embed 2. @ 

" Note that the last part of Theorem 1.9 is actually stronger than Corol- 

lary 1.11 since, as the following examples show, the fact that a poset does 

not embed 2 does not ensure that it has property AF. 

Examples: The interval order of any linearly ordered set does not embed 

. We will show that the interval orders Z(n) and Z(w,) do not have the 

property AF. 

Consider first Z(n). Suppose f : Z(n) — P’ is an order preserving map 

such that the image of any antichain is finite, and let A be the kernel of f. 
Since A is countable, there is some real x such that {x} # (\{I : I € A} for 
all A € A, where I denotes the ordinary closure of I in R. Now consider 
the antichain B = {I € Z(n) : x € I}. Since B is closed under finite 

intersections, and f[B] is finite, there is some B’ C B which jis coinitial in 

(B,C) and is such that f is constant on B’, say f(I) = y for all I € B. Let 

A=f7(y). Then B’ CA€ A. But then {x} = (\{7: I € A}, and this is 

a contradiction. 

Now suppose that f : Z(w,) — P’ is an order preserving map such 

that every antichain has a finite image. In particular then, the image 

of A(a) = {I € T(u,) : a € I}, f[A(a)], is finite. Hence there is an 
uncountable set W C w, such that the sets f[A(a)] (a € W) form a A- 

system, i.e. f[A(a)]M f[A(8)] = D whenever a, 6 are distinct members of 

W. Let |D| = k <w. There are ordinals ay < a1 <... < Qox41 in W and
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k+1 intervals belonging to Z(w,), Ip <... < Ip, such that {a2;, aai41 } C i 

(0 < 4 < k). Now f(I) € f{A(a@a;)] n fIA(a2ixi )] c D. But f is strictly 

increasing and so f(Ip) c f(I1) c... c f(Ik), and this contradicts the fact 

that |D| = 

The above examples leave open the following question. 

Problem 5. If P is a countable, scattered poset which does not embed 2, 

does P have property AF? 

Another question with a similar theme is the following. 

Problem 6. If P is scattered and does not embed 2, is there a finite 

number of chains C,,...,C, such that a chain C embeds into P if and only 

if it embeds into some C;? 

2. Rankable antichain decompositions. 

An antichain decomposition of a partially ordered set P =< P,<> is aset A 

of pairwise disjoint non-empty antichains whose union UA = P. We say that 

A is rankable if it is the kernel of some strictly increasing map f from P into 

some partially ordered set P’ = (P’,<), ie. A= {fi '(y): y € P’}\{O}. 
We denote by £(P) the lattice of all partitions of P ordered by refinement. 

The rankable antichain decomposition of P is mazimal (in £) if it is not 

a proper refinement of some other rankable antichain decomposition. For 

any antichain decomposition A of P we define a binary relation R(A) = 
{(A, A’) : da € Ada’ € A(z < z’)} on A; also we denote by R(A) the 

transitive closure of R(A). 

Theorem 2.1. Let P = (P,<) be.a partially ordered set. 

1. An antichain decomposition A of P is rankable if and only if R(A) is 

acyclic. 

2. (i) A rankable antichain decomposition of P is a refinement of some 

maximal rankable antichain decomposition. 

(ii) A rankable antichain decomposition A is maximal if and only if 

R(A) is a linear order. 

Proof. (1) If R(A) is acyclic, then its transitive closure R(A) is an ordering 

of A and the natural map f from P to (A, R(A)), defined by x € f(z), is 

strictly increasing. Since.A is the kernel of f, it follows that A is rankable-
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Conversely, if A is the kernel of some strictly increasing map f from P 
to some partially ordered set (Q, <q), then the relation 

R = {(A, A’): de € A€ Alt’ € A’ € A(f (2) <q f(2'))} 
is a partial ordering of A which includes R(.A). Hence R(A) is acyclic. 

(2) Let A be a directed family of rankable antichain decompositions 

of P, i.e. whenever A,,A2 € A, then there is A € A such that A; < A 
(i = 1,2) in £(P). Then B = sup(A) (in L(P)) is a rankable antichain 

decomposition of P. This follows from the fact that, for any finite set 

F C P, there is some A € A such that AN F = BN F, where AN F is 

the partition {AN F : A € A}\{0} of F. Since each A € A is rankable, 
it follows by (1) that R(A) is acyclic and hence that R(B) is also acyclic. 

Thus, again by (1), B is a rankable antichain decomposition of P. The first 
part of (2) now follows by Zorn’s lemma. 

Now suppose that R(A) is a linear order and that A is a refinement 

of the rankable antichain decomposition A’. The natural map f from 

(A, R(A)) to (A’, R(A’)) defined by A C f(A) (AE A) is strictly increasing. 

Since R(A) is a linear ordering it follows that f must be 1-1 and hence 
the identity map. Thus A is a maximal rankable antichain decomposition. 

Conversely, suppose R(A) is not a linear ordering of A. Then there are 

A;,Az € A which are incomparable in R(A). Consider the antichain 

decomposition A’ obtained from A by replacing A; and Az by A; U Ap. 

If R(A’) contains a cycle, then it must be of the form (A; U Ag, B1,. . . , 

B,). Then there are 2, yo in A; U Ag, and z;, y; in B; (1 < i < n) 

such that 2; < yj41 for i < n, where Yn41 = yo. Since R(A) is acyclic it 

follows that ro, yo do not both belong to A; or Az, and therefore (A, A2) 

or (Az, Ax) belongs to R(A), and this is a contradiction. Therefore, R(A’) 

is acyclic and A’ is rankable, and so A is not maximal. This proves the 

second part of (2). @ 

We digress somewhat here in order to discuss a related idea. (For 

example, the necessity of the condition in (2)({ii) of Theorem 2.1 follows 

immediately from Corollary 2.5 below.) I 

First we recall the so-called amalgamation lemma for partially ordered 

sets (see Fraissé [9], p.34). 

Lemma 2.2. If P, —c P,,£15 and P, — (P.,, £2) are partially ordered 

sets such that <; and <2 agree on P = P, M Py, and if < is the transitive
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closure of <; U <9, then the identity maps from P, and P, into (P, U Ps, <) 

are embeddings. 

In the category whose objects are partially ordered sets and morphisms 

are the strictly increasing maps, this simply says: if f; : P — P, and 

fo: P — Pz are embeddings, then theré are a partially ordered set P’ and 

embeddings g, : P1 — P’, g2 : P2 > P’ such that f, 091 = fo ° G2; in other 

words diagram 2.1 commutes. 

fi 
P => Pi 

fh 4 bon 
Pa SH P 

92 

Diagram 2.1 

We shall prove the following related result. 

Lemma 2.3. Transferability lemma: Let P,P,,P2 be partially ordered 

sets and suppose that f, : P — P; is a strictly increasing map, and 

fo: P — Py is an embedding. Then there are a partially ordered set 

P’, an embedding g, : P; — P’, and a strictly increasing map g2 : P2 — P’ 
such that f, 0g, = fe ° ge, i.e. diagram 2.2 commutes. 

fi 
P —_ Pi 

fo 4 to oH 

P, —> P 

92 
Diagram 2.2 

Proof. Let A; be the kernel of fi and consider the relation 

Rai = {(A, A’) : de E A € A. 37 E A E Ai(fi(x) 1 fi(a’))} 

on A;. This includes R(A:) since f, is strictly increasing. Clearly R, is 

acyclic and so R,, its transitive closure, is an ordering of A,, and the map 

fi, defined by f,(A) = f(a) for a € A, is an embedding of (A;, R1) into Py. 

Also the map h; : P > (A;,R1), defined by x € h;(z), is strictly increasing 

and f,; = h, 0 f;. Without loss of generality we can assume that P C PF, and 

that fo is the identity map ip. Let Ap = A, U{{x} : 2 € P2\P} be the finest
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antichain partition of P, containing A,. The relation Rz = R(A2) UR, 

is acyclic. (Note that if A, A’ € A, and x € P,\P and (A, {z}} € Ro, 
({z}, A’) € Re, then (A, A’) € Ri; since R, and P2 are both acyclic, it 
follows that a cycle in R2 contains exacly one member A € A; but this is 

impossible since A is an antichain in P2.) Thus Re, the transitive closure of 

Re, is an ordering and the identity map is an embedding of (41, R1) into 

the partially ordered set (Az, 2). By the amalgamation property it follows 

that there are P’ and embeddings g, : P, — P’ and ke : (Az, R2) > P’ 

such that f; 0g, = is, oka. The natural map hz : Pz — (Ao, Re) given by 

x € ho(z) is strictly increasing and hence so also is g. = hz 0 kz : Po — P’. 
Clearly hj cia, = fo oho(=ip o hz). Thus 

fi Ogi — hio fi 0 gi — hi Ota, oka = fooh2 ok, = f2 ogo. 

This argument is shown diagramatically in diagram 2.3. 

hy , fi 
P (Ai, Ri) = PP, 

h 4 Y ia, Lo 
P2 — (AR) S P 

he kg 

Diagram 2.3 

Remark 1. We used the amalgamation property to derive the transfer- 

ability lemma. The converse is also possible. Suppose f, : P — P, and 

fe : P — P; are embeddings. By the transferability lemma there are 

partially ordered sets T,, 72, embeddings k, : P; — Ti, ko : Pz + Tp and 
strictly increasing maps hi : Pp — 77, ha : Pa — T, such that f,ok, = frohe 

and f; 0h; = fe 0k. Consider the strict product P’ = 7, © To and the 

maps gi : Pi + P’, go : Pp — P’ given by gi(y) = (ki(y), i (y))(y € Fr), 
g2(z) = (he(z), ke(z))(z € Po). It is a simple matter to check that gi and 
g2 are embeddings, and fi o gy — f2 o ga. I 

An immediate consequence of the transferability lemma (in fact an 
equivalent form) is the following. 

Corollary 2.4. If P is a subposét of T, then any rankable antichain de- 
composition A of P can be extended to a rankable antichain decomposition . 

of T. 

Proof. Apply the lemma with P; = (A, R(A)) and P2 =T. =
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We deduce from this another corollary. 

Corollary 2.5. 1. Two distinct elements x,y of a partially ordered set 

P are incomparable if and only if they belong to the same class in some 

rankable antichain decomposition of P. 

2. If f is a strictly increasing map from P into P’, then the image 

f{P] of P is a linearly ordered subset of P’ if and only if, whenever g is 

a strictly increasing map from P’ into some poset Q, then the restriction 

g|f[P] is injective. 

Proof. (1) follows immediately from Corollary 2.4. For (2), if 2, y are 

incomparable elements of f[{P] (in P’), then by (1) there is a strictly in- 

creasing map g from P’ to some partially ordered set Q which identifies z 

and y. & 

Remark 2. The necessity of the condition in (2)(ii) of Theorem 2.1 follows 

from Corollary 2.5 (2). For, if A is rankable antichain decomposition of P, 
then the natural map f from P into P’ = (A, R(A)) for which x € f(x) for 

all x e P, is strictly increasing; also, by the maximality of A, any strictly 

increasing map from P’ to some poset Q must be injective. Hence (A, R(A)) 

is a linear ordering. 

The ideas behind the transferability lemma lead to a third proof of 

Corollary 1.7 and to the theorem of Fodor [8] referred to in §1. 

For an oriented graph G = (V,E) and an element z € V, we write 

E(— 2) = {y eV: (y,z) € E}. A subset A C V is closed if E(— x) C A 
for all 2 € A. Let G be a class of oriented graphs and let « be a cardinal 

number. We say that the graph Go = (Vo, Eo) has the (G, «)-eztension 
property if, whenever G = (V,E) € G, V’ € [V]<*, c € V\V’, and there is 

an edge-preserving map f from G|V’ to Go, then there is an edge-preserving 

map f;, from G|V’ U {x} to Go which extends f (thus f extends to an edge- 

preserving map of G|V, to Go for any V; D V’ of cardinality < «). 

Lemma 2.6. Suppose that Gy has the (G, «)-extension property and that 

G = (V, E) € G is such that |E(— z)| < « for allx € V. Then, whenever Q 
is a closed subset of V and f is an edge-preserving map from G|Q into Gp, 

then there is an edge-preserving map from G into Go which extends f. 

Proof. Consider the collection, F, of all edge-preserving maps g from some 

subgraph G|R to Go, where R is a closed subset of G and g extends f. The set 

F, ordered by inclusion, has a maximal member h. It suffices to show that
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the domain of h, say H, is equal to V. For a contradiction, suppose there 

is some x € V\H. The minimal closed set K = {k, : a < A} containing 

x has cardinality 1 < «. We inductively define an increasing sequence of 

edge-preserving maps h,(a@ < 4) from induced subgraphs of G into Go which 

extend h as follows. Put ho = h. For limit a, set ha = U{hg : 8 < a}. For 

a = 2+ 1a successor, since Xg = E(— xg) M domain(hg) has cardinality 

less than «, there is an edge-preserving extension of hg|Xg to Xg U {zg}, 
say h, and we put'h, = hgUh,. This defines the h, for a < 4, and A) is an 

edge-preserving extension of h to the closed set H U K, and this contradicts 

the maximality of h. m 

Remark 3. The set-mapping result of Fodor [8] mentioned in §1 is a special 

case of Lemma 2.6. Clearly the complete (loop-free) graph K,, = («, D), 

where D = {(a,8) €& xk: a A G}, has the (G,«)-extension property, 
where G is the class of all loop-free directed graphs. If f is a set-mapping 

on S such that |f(z)| < « for all x in S, apply the lemma with Q = @ and 

G = (S, E) where EF = {(y,z): y € f(x)}. There is an edge preserving map, 

g, from G to K, and S is the union of the f-free sets g'(a)(a < &). . 

Remark 4. Corollary 1.6 also follows from Lemma 2.6. Let P = (P,<) 

be a partially ordered set such that |P(< x)| < «, and let G = (P,F) be 

the comparability graph of P (ie. F = {(z,y): a2 < y}). If & = Nz is 

regular, then T>(«) defined in §1 is an m-set (see Hausdorff [11]), ie. has 

the property that whenever A, B are subsets of cardinality < x and every 

element of A precedes every element of B, then there is some element c such 

that a c c c b holds for all a € A, b € B. Therefore, the comparability 

graph of T2(«) has the (G,«)-extension property, where G is the class 

of all directed graphs # = (V,E) with the property that |E(< z)| < « 

for all-x € V. Since G € G it follows from Lemma 2.6 that there is a 

strictly increasing map from P into T2(«). Suppose « is singular and that 

ke(€ < cf(«)) is an increasing sequence of regular cardinals cofinal in «. Let 

P; be the sub-poset of P induced by the set P; = {x € P : |P(<2)| < Ke}. 

Then we can define strictly increasing maps fz : Pe > T2(ke) for € < cf(K) 

such that’ fe,1 extends fe and fg = U{f, : 7 < €} for limit €. Then f = Uf, 

is a strictly increasing map from P into T)(x). 

An immediate corollary of Theorem 2.1 is the following result of Bonnet 

& Pouzet [2]. 

Theorem 2.7. For a partially ordered set P, the inequality r(P) < « holds 

if and only if there is a strictly increasing map f from ’P onto a chain C of
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size < « such that the order onC is the transitive closure of the image under 

f of the ordering on P, i.e. whenever f(x) < f(y) then there aren < w and 

a sequence © = Xo, Yo,X1,Y1,-+-5Tn, Yn = y in P such that f(x;) = f(y) 
(<n) and y; < xii (i c n). 

We also have the following related result. 

Theorem 2.8. If « is an infinite cardinal number, then the inequality 

r(P) < « holds if and only if there is an embedding of the partially ordered 

set P into a strict product of chains each of cardinality at most k. 

Proof. The sufficiency is obvious, for, if P’ is the strict product of a family 

of partially ordered sets P;(i € I), then r(P’) < min{r(P;) : ¢ € I} (since 

each projection map is strictly increasing). 

For the necessity we first show that r(P) < « implies the following 

separation property (*): if z £ y in P, then there are a chain C = Czy 

and a strictly increasing map f = fry : P — C such that |C| < k and 

f(y) < f(z). 
Clearly (*) holds if y < z. Suppose that x and y are incomparable. 

Divide P into three parts, Py) = {z € P: z<a2orz < y}, PR, = {2,y} 

and P, = P\(Py) UP;). Since r(P) < «, there are chains Cp, C2 having 

cardinalities at most «, and strictly increasing maps fy, f. from P|P) and 

P|P2 into Cy, C2 respectively. Let C, be the two-element chain {z, y} with 

y < 2, and let fi; be the identity map on {z, y}. Since « is infinite, (*) 

holds with C the lexicographic sum C) + C, + C2 and f = foU fi U fo. 

If P is a chain the theorem is obvious. Assume that P is not a chain and 

consider the strict product P’ of all the chains C,, with x £ y in P. The 

function f : P — P’, where f(z) = (fr,y(z): 2 £ y) is an embedding. m 

Remark 5. Theorem 2.8 fails for finite «. For example, the. partially 

ordered set A (on three elements a, b,c in which the only order relations are 

a < band c < b) has rank 2 but A cannot be embedded into a strict product 

of two-element chains. , 

Remark 6. The rank of a strict product of partially ordered sets may 

be strictly less than the rank of each of its components. This follows from 

a result of Shelah [23] (see also Todoréevi¢ [26]) who proved that there 

is a Countryman-type, i.e. there is a chain C of cardinality w, such that 

the ordinary direct product C @C is a union of countably many chains. 

Since there is an exact correspondence between a chain in C @C and an
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antichain in the strict product P = C ©C", where C” is the reverse of C, 

it follows that a(P) = w. Therefore, by Theorem 1.1, r(P) = =w also. But 

r(C) =r(C*) =u. 

Remark 7. We end this section with one additional remark about strict 

products of chains. The dimension of a partially ordered set P =< P, <>, 
as defined by Dushnik & Miller [5], is the least cardinal « such that < is 

equal to the intersection of « total orders on P. It is well-known that this 

is equal to the smallest cardinal x such that P can be embedded into the 

direct product of « chains (Hiraguchi [12]). Although not so well known, it 

can easily be shown (see [15]) that the dimension of P is also equal to the 

smallest cardinal & such that P can be embedded into the strict product of 

« chains. 

3. Tree-antichain decompositions. 

There is another very simple and natural way to partition a partially ordered 

set P = (P,<) into antichains. Choose a maximal antichain A C P. 

Then P\A = Py UP,, where Py = {2 € P : Ja € A(x < a)} and 

P, = {t € P: da € A(a < x)}. Now repeat this on Py and P,, choosing 

maximal antichains Ag C Py, A; C P, and defining sets Poo, Poi, Pio, Par 

etc. The process is continued until there are no elements left. 

We extend our earlier notation by writing P(< X) (P(> X) etc.), where 

X C P, to denote the set {y € P: dr € X(y < z)}; thus P(< z) = P(< 
(zh. Also, if f € 2° is a sequence of 0’s and 1’s of length a, then we 
denote by f *€ the sequence f U{(a, «)} of length a+ 1. The decomposition 

described above can be more precisely defined as follows. Put Py = P. If 

f € 2% is a sequence and P; C P has been defined, then let As be a maximal 
antichain in P|P; and define Ps.9 = P(< Ay) VPs, Ppe1 = P(> As) OP; 
For limit a and f € 2%, let Ps? = N{Pyig : 8 < a}. This defines Py and A; 
for all ordinal sequences of 0’s and 1’s. 

Lemma 3.1. There is an ordinal such that \w| < [P| and P = Uf{A; : 

fe 2st}. 

Proof. Observe that, by the construction, if f, g are two ordinal sequences 

of 0’s and 1’s, then (+) f C g (i.e. gis a strict extension of f) > P, C P;\Ays, 

and (ii) f, g incomparable = P; MP, = @. Thus the members of the
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set S C g(P) consisting of all the P;’s are pairwise either disjoint or 

comparable. Moreover, for any non-empty member Q of S, there is exactly 

one f such that P; = Q; and if f # g then Ay and A, are disjoint. It 

follows that, for z € P, T, = {f : x € P;} is a set and its members are 

pairwise comparable so that h = UT, is an ordinal sequence of 0’s and 1’s. 

Clearly z € P,, so that h is the largest member of 7,. Since h * 0 and h*1 

do not belong to 77, it follows that zt € A,. Thus A = {Ay : P; # O} is 

an antichain decomposition of P. For each Ay € A the sequence of sets 

(Prig : @ € dom f) is strictly decreasing, and so |dom f| < |P| and the 

lemma follows. MB 

The set 7, of all the sequences f of 0’s and 1’s such that Ps A 0 
described in the above construction, has the property that, if f € F, 

a € dom f, then fla € F and P; C Py. By the lemma, there is an 

ordinal y < |P|+ such that F C 2<# and y is the height of the tree (F, C). 

We call the family of sets S = {P; : f € F} a tree decomposition of P, and 

the corresponding family of antichains A = {A; : f € F} a tree antichain 

decomposition of P with code F . Note that (S, >) is also a tree with root P 

which is order isomorphic to (F, C). In fact, it is easily seen that a family, 

S, of non-empty subsets of P is a tree decomposition of P (with a unique 

code) if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 

1. T =(S, D) is a tree with root P; 

2. 0 € S is the least upper bound of a chain C in T if and only if Q = ()C; 

3. Q € S is a terminal node of T if and only if Q is an antichain of P; 

4 . any non-terminal node Q of T has at most two successors in T, say 

Q, and Qz2, where {Q:, Q2} = {QN P(< A),QN P(> A)}\{O} and 
A= Q\(Q: U Qz2) is a maximal antichain in P|Q. 

Let A = {A; : f € F} be a tree antichain decomposition of P with 

code F C 2<". Define a linear order < on F by the rule that f < g if and 

only if either (i) f C g and g(dom f) = 1, or (i) g C f and f(dom g) = 0, 

or (iii) there is ő € u such that f|6 = g|6 and f(6) = 0, g(6) = 1. (In other 

words, f < g holds if and only if f x 1 lexicographically precedes g +1.) If (4) 

holds, then A, C P, € P(> Ay); if (ii) holds, then Ay C P; © P(< Ag); if 

(ii) holds, then A; C P(< An) and A, C P(> A,), where h = f|6. Thus 
the natural map F : P — (F, <) given by 

F(x) = f if and only if x € Ag,
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is strictly increasing and has kernel A. Moreover, if f < g, then either 

(Ar, Ap) E R(A) or there is h € F such that both (Ay, An) and (An, Ag) 

belong to R(A) and so R(A) is a linear ordering of A. Therefore, by 

Theorem 2.1, we have the following result. 

Theorem 3.2. A tree antichain decomposition of a partially ordered set is 

a maximal rankable antichain decomposition. 

Problem 7. Is there a tree antichain decomposition A of a partially ordered 

set P such that |A| = r(P)? 

Problem 7 is only of interest in the case when the rank is infinite. For, 

if r(P) is finite, P is well founded and the levels of P give a tree antichain 

decomposition of size r(P). In fact, in the case of finite rank there is a 

bound on the size of any tree antichain decomposition. 

Theorem 3.3. If P is a partially ordered set with finite rank r(P), then 

any tree antichain decomposition of P has cardinality at most 2") — 1. 

Proof. By induction on r = r(P). Ifr < 1, the result is clear. Suppose that 

r>1. LetS = {P;: f € F} bea tree decomposition and A = {A; : f € F} 

the corresponding tree antichain decomposition of P. Since r is finite P is 

well founded and has height h(P) = r. Any chain in P. (€ = 0 or 1) has 

an extension in A, and so r(P|P.) < r—1. Therefore, by the induction 

hypothesis, since A, = {A;: Ay C P,} is a tree antichain decomposition of 

P|P., we have that |A| < |Ao|+|Ai]+1<2"-1. m 

The the bound given by Theorem 3.3 is best possible. To see this 

consider the partially ordered set P” of rank r < w defined inductively as 

follows. P! is the 1-element chain. Suppose that r > 1 and that P” has been 

defined. Then PTt! is the partially ordered set which contains two disjoint 

isomorphic copies of P’, say QO. = (Q., <)(e = 0, 1), and two additional 

points a,b such that a < x for all  € Qo and y < b for all y € 01 (see 

diagram 3.1). 

    

            

b 
VAN 

Qo 01 

WY 
a 

Diagram 3.1.
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Clearly, by induction, P’t! has rank r+ 1. Also, if P” has a tree 

antichain decomposition of size 2” — 1, then, starting with the maximal an- 

tichain Ao = {a,b}, it follows that P+? has a tree antichain decomposition 

of size 2(2” —1)+1. Thus Theorem 3.3 is best possible since, for any r < w, 

P" has rank r and has a tree antichain decomposition of size 2" — 1. 

The following lemma gives a necessary and sufficient condition in order 

that every tree antichain decomposition of a poset be well founded. 

Lemma 3.4. For a partially ordered set P the following statements are 

equivalent: 

(i) P is well founded and does not embed QQ; 

(ii) every tree antichain decomposition of P is well founded. 

Proof. Suppose (ii) is false. Then there is a tree antichain decomposition 

A = {A; : f € F} of P with code F such that (F,~<) embeds w". By 

assumption, there are fn € ‘F such that fo > fi > fa — .... We can 

assume that the domains of the f, are strictly increasing. Let g, be the 

greatest lower bound of the set of elements {fn :™m > m} in the tree (F,C). 

Note that the g, are not eventually constant. Indeed, let a, = dom gn. If 

fe(Qn) =1 for all k > n, then gn4i 2 Gn 1; if fm(an) = 0 for some m > n, 

then gm 2 gn’0. Therefore, we may assume that go C gi C g2 C ---. and 

9n+1(Qn) = 0 (since Qn ~ 9n+i). By the construction of a tree antichain 

decomposition it follows that A,,,, C P(< Ay, ), and so for any y € Ag,,, 

there is  € A, such that y < 2. 

Now consider the partially ordered set P’ = P|A, where A = U{Ag, : 

n <w}. Clearly P’ does not embed w but contains chains of arbitrary finite 

length. We may assume that P does not embed ( so that by Corollary 1.8 

the comparability graph of P’ is perfect and so P’ contains an infinite chain. 

Therefore P’, and hence also P, embeds w’. 

It remains to show that (ii) => (4). Since both w” and { have tree 

antichain decompositions which are not well founded, it follows by Lemma 

3.6 below that P also has such a decomposition. @ 

In connection with Problem 7 and Theorem 3.3 we make two additional 

remarks. 

Remark 1. If A = {A, : a € A} is an antichain decomposition of the 

partially ordered set P obtained simply by choosing Aq to be a maximal 

antichain in P\U{Ag : 8 < a}, then the number of steps, |A|, needed to
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exhaust P cannot be bounded by a function of r(P) even in the case when 

this is finite. For, consider the partially ordered set P on the set (fa) : a c 

pu} U {pu\{a} : a < ws} ordered by inclusion, where p is any infinite cardinal 
number. In this case P has height and rank 2. However, the antichain 

decomposition A = {A, : a < u) has size u, where Ay = {{a}, u\{a}} isa 
maximal antichain of P. 

Remark 2. In contrast to Theorem 3.3, if the rank is infinite, then the 

size of a tree antichain decomposition is not bounded by any function of 

r(P). For example, let P = 4 OZ be the strict product of the infinite 

cardinal 4 and the chain Z of all integers ordered in the natural way. In 

this case the rank r(P) = w. However, A = {A, : a < ys} is a tree antichain 
decomposition of P of cardinality 4, where A, = {(a,n):n€ Z}(a < p). 

If A is an infinite cardinal, then A = {[A]" : n < w} is a tree antichain 
decomposition of S(\, < w) = ([A]<“, C), and so r(S(A, < w)) = |A| = w. 
Also, ifw < « < A, then r(S(A,«)) < 2" by Corollary 1.5. However, as 

the next theorem shows, there are tree antichain decompositions of these 

partially ordered sets of size at least A. 

Theorem 3.5. Let A, « be infinite cardinals, A 2 k. Then (i) there is a 

tree antichain decomposition of S(A, < w) of size A, and (ii) there is a tree 
antichain decomposition of S(A, k) of size 2 A. 

For the proof of Theorem 3.5 we need the following simple fact. 

Lemma 3.6. Let P = (P,<) be a partially ordered set, P’ C P. If 

A’ = {A’; : f € F’} is a tree antichain decomposition of P|P’ with code 

F’, then there is a tree antichain decomposition A = {A; : f € ¥} of P 
with code F 2 F’ such that A = Ay OP’ for all f € F’. 

Proof. We construct the tree antichain decomposition of P in the same 

way as described at the beginning of this section, but with the additional 

requirement that, whenever P; is defined and f € F’, then P; 2 P; (where 

{P, : f € F’} is the tree decomposition of P|P’ associated with A’), and 
then we choose Ay to be a maximal antichain in P; which extends A’;. 

Setting Pro = P7 NP(< Ay) and Py. = PM P(> As), we see that 
Pree C Py. if f xe E F’, and so the construction may be continued. The 

tree antichain decomposition of P constructed in this way has the desired 

property. Ni 

Proof of Theorem 3.5. Since S(A, «) embeds S(A, < w) it follows from the 

lemma that it is enough to construct a partially ordered set P = (P,<) which
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has a tree antichain decomposition of size A and which can be embedded in 
S(A, < w). 

Let F(a < ) be a 1-1 enumeration of all the finite subsets of , and 
for a < X put P, = {(a, Fs): Fa © Fo}, P= U{P, : a < A} and consider 
the ordering in which 

(a, Fz) < (7, Fs) © a>vyand Fa CFP; 

(where C denotes strict inclusion). 

If y < a < A and (a,F,) € P,, and if 6 < X is chosen such that 
F, U Fg C Fs, then (a, Fg) < (7, Fs). This shows that P, is a maximal 
antichain in U{P, : y < a < A}, and so A = {P, : a < A} is a tree 
antichain decomposition of P of size i. 

We first show that P(< x) is finite for any x € P. Indeed, suppose 
for a contradiction that + = (a, F,) and P(< z) is infinite. Then there are 
F C Fs and infinitely many distinct a, > a such that (a,,F) € P(< 2); 
but this is impossible since (a, F) € P implies that F,, C F. Thus P(< 2) 
is finite for all x € P and hence well-founded. Let P,(a < 4) denote the 
levels of P and let fo be any 1-1 map from Py into A. Now suppose that 
a0 and that we have already defined embeddings fg from P|U{P, : y < 6} 
into S(A,< w) for B < aso that f, C fe(y < 6 < a). Then, for z € P,, 

define g. (x) = {fa(y):y <2, y € Po} and fa(x) = go(z) UU{ fa : B c a). 
Clearly, f = U{f. : a < ys} is an embedding of P into S(A,< w). m 

We conclude this section with a proof of Theorem 1.4; the main idea in 

the following proof follows a suggestion by F. Galvin [10]. 

Proof of Theorem 1.4. For ordinals € and a we respectively denote by 

S*(€,a), S°(€,< a), and S*(€,< aq) the set of all subsets X C € such that 
the order type of X, with the induced natural ordering of €, is repectively 

=a, < aand <a. Also we shall denote by 5" (€, a) the set S* (€,a) ordered 
by inclusion etc.. 

We will prove by induction on a < «+ that there is a strictly increasing 

map f. from S*(A,@) into S(«,«). The theorem follows from this and the 
fact that S(A,«) is the disjoint union of the sets S*(A,a)(K < a < xt). 
For, assuming the f, exist, the function f defined by f(X) = (« x a)U 
(fa(X) x {a}), where X € S(A,«) and a@ is the unique ordinal such that 
X € S"(A, qa), is a strictly increasing map from S(A, «) into ([« x «*+]*, C) 
is isomorphic to S(K*, «).
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Obviously fp exists. Assume that 0 < a < «+ and that fg has been 

defined for 3 < a. Note that the induction hypothesis implies that there is a 

strictly increasing map, say fea, from S*(A, < @) into S(«, «). This follows 

from the fact that the function F defined by F(X) = («x B)U(fa(X) x {F}) 

for X € S"(\,8) and 8 c a, is a strictly increasing map from S" (A, c a) 

into ([« x a], C)(which is isomorphic S(k, K)). 

For £ < A, let R(é,a) = {X € S*(,a) : X is cofinal in }, and let 

R(E,a) denote the corresponding ordered set ordered by inclusion. Since a 

well ordered set is not order isomorphic to a proper initial segment of itself, 

it follows that the members of R(€,a) and R(n,a) are C-incomparable if 

t c n c A. Therefore, since 5" (A, a) is the disjoint union of the sets R(E, a) 

(€ < A), it will be enough to show that, for each € < , there is a strictly 

increasing map fe from R(é,a@) into S(k, k). 

Case 1. a = 3 +1 is a successor ordinal. If R(€,a) is non-empty, 

then £ = 7 +1 is also a successor and 7 € X for every set X € R(é, a). 

Thus R(£, a) is isomorphic to S* (7, 8)( S* (A, B)) and so by the induction 

hypothesis there is a strictly increasing map f;,. from R(€, a) into S(k, k). 

Case 2. a is a limit ordinal. In this case R(€,a) = Ő unless € is also 

a limit and has the same cofinality as a. Let &(p < cf(a)) be a strictly 

increasing sequence of ordinals cofinal in €. The map F defined by 

F(X) = (XN & : p< cf(a)) 

is a strictly increasing map from R(é,a) into the direct product Q = 

6015" (€,, c a) : p < cf(a)}. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, there 

is a strictly increasing map from R(E,a) into Q, = @{S(«, «) : p < cf(a)}, 

the direct product of cf(a) copies of S(K,«). Since cf(a) <«, there is a 

strictly increasing map from Q, into S(x, x) and the result follows. 

4. Perfect comparability graphs. 

As already defined in §1, a graph G is good if it contains a cligue of cardi- 

nality x(G), the chromatic number of G, and it is perfect if every induced 

subgraph is good. The class P of all perfect graphs is an initial segment of 

the class of all graphs, G, quasi-ordered by embeddability. Consequently, if 

LC is a class of graphs which is coinitial in the class G\P, then a graph G is 

perfect if and only if it does not embed any graph L € £ . In other words,
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the members of £ are “obstructions” to a graph being perfect. The problem 
is to describe such a list £ of obstructions which is as simple as possible. If 

we restrict our attention simply to the finite graphs, then of course there 

is only one choice for £, namely the minimal members of G\P. But even 

in this case the problem is still not solved. It is well known (see Berge [1]) 

that the odd cycles Con41 (m > 2) and their complements are minimal finite 

graphs in G\P, but it is an outstanding problem of graph theory to decide 

if there are any others. In the case of infinite graphs there is an added dif- 

ficulty since there is no reason to suppose that a non-perfect graph should 

embed a minimal one. 

Viewed in this context, Theorem 1.7 asserts that, if we add the one 

infinite minimal non-perfect graph Ky to the (unknown!) set of finite ones, 

then we obtain a list of obstructions which prevent a graph of countable 
chromatic number from being perfect. 

Proof of Theorem 1.7. Let G be a graph with chromatic number x(G) < 

w. We have to show that G is perfect if and only if every finite subgraph 

is perfect and G does not embed Ky. The necessity is obvious from the 

definition of a perfect graph and the fact that Keg is not even good. We 

have to prove the sufficiency. 

Suppose that the graph G satisfies the conditions of the theorem and 

that G, is an induced subgraph. We need to show that G; is good. Suppose 

first that the clique number of G; is finite, say #(G,) = n. Since, by 

assumption, every finite subgraph of G is perfect, it follows that every 

finite subgraph of G, has chromatic number at most n. Therefore, by the 

compactness theorem of De Bruijn and Erdés [3], it follows that x(Gi) <n, 
and so x(G,) = #(G,). Therefore, we may assume that 7(G,) = w since 

W(G1) < x(Gi) =w. The theorem follows from the following lemma. M 

Lemma 4.1. If a graph G contains cliques of arbitrarily large finite size, 

then either G contains an infinite clique or it embeds Kg. 

Lemma 4.1 is a very special case of either one of the canonization 

lemmas of Shelah or Erdés, Hajnal and Rado (see [7], lemmas 27.2 or 27.8). 

In fact, this special case also follows by a direct application of Ramsey’s 

theorem (for quadruples). Despite this, we shall prove it as the special case 

of Lemma 4.2 below when ¥F is the class of all finite complete graphs K,, 

(n = 1,2,...) (an argument similar to this can also be found in Pouzet [20]). 

The age of a graph G is the class A(G) of all finite graphs which embed 

into G . If G is a graph and F = {F; : i € I} is a family of finite graphs,
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we say that G is F-indivisible if, for any partition of the vertex set V(G) 

of G into finitely many parts A;,Ae,...,An, there is some 7 such that 

F C A(G|A;). Also, we define the direct sum and the complete sum of 

the (vertex-disjoint) graphs F; = (V;,E;) to be respectively |]{Fi : 7 € 

I} = (W,E,) and SÁR : i € I} = (W,E), where W = ULV; : i € J}, 
EE, = U( E; 74€ I} and EB, = EF, U {{zi,y;} :re Vis y; € V;,4 # jh. 

We make the following observations: 

(4.1) If G is F-indivisible and V(G) = A, U...U A, is any partition into 

finitely many parts, then some G|A, is F-indivisible. 

(4.2) If Gis F indivisible, F € F and n < w, then there is H = H(F,n) € 

A(G) such that, for any partition of 7 into n parts, some part 

embeds F. 

(4.3) If G is F-indivisible and F € F, then there are disjoint subsets A, 

B in V(G) such that G|A = F, G|B is F-indivisible and EITHER 

every point of A is joined to every point of B OR no point of A is 

joined to a point of B. 

(4.1) is immediate from the definition and (4.2) follows easily by com- 

pactness. We prove (4.3) as follows. By (4.2) there is A, C V(G) such 

that G|A, = H(F,2). Partition the remaining vertices of V(G)\A; into 

finitely many classes so that z, y belong to the same class if and only if 

íz € A; : {x,z} an edge} = {z € A, : {y,z} an edge}. Since A, is finite, 

there is some class B such that G|B is F-indivisible by (4.1). Now parti- 

tion the points of A, into two classes according as they are joined or not 

joined to a point (and hence all points) of B. The result follows since, by 

the choice of Ai, one part contains a set A such that GJA 5 F . 

Lemma 4.2. Let F be a family of finite graphs and let F,,(n < w) be an 

increasing sequence of members of F (i.e. Fy, < F, form <n). Then any 

infinite F-indivisible graph G embeds either the direct sum or the complete 

sum of the F,,. 

Proof. By (4.3) we can successively choose subsets Ao, Bo, Ai, B1,... of 

V(G), so that Anii, Bri: © Bn, GlAn = Fn, G|Bn is F-indivisible and 

A, 1B,, = 9, and also so that, foreach n, either (i) no point of A, is joined 

to a point of B,, or (ii) every point of A, is joined to every point of B,. 

Let I,, Iz be respectively the sets of integers n such that (7) or (7) holds. 

Since the F,, are increasing, we see that G embeds either the direct sum or 

the complete sum of the F,, according as I, or I, is infinite. =
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By Theorem 1.7 it follows that if a graph G is not perfect but every in- 

duced finite subgraph is good, then G embeds the non-perfect comparability 

graph Kg. We can ask the following question. 

Problem 8. If every induced countable subgraph of a non-perfect graph 

G is perfect, does G embed a non-perfect comparability graph? 

We conclude this section with an additional observation about perfect 

comparability graphs. The notions of a graph being good or perfect can 

be weakened and strengthened in the following ways. Let us say that 

the graph G is nearly good if the chromatic number x(G) = sup{|X| : 

X is aclique in G}, and very good if there is a partition A of V(G) into 

independent sets and a clique which has a non-empty intersection with each 

member of A. Then the graph is nearly (or very) perfect if every subgraph 

is nearly (or very) good. 

A finite comparability graph is very perfect, and a comparability graph 

with no infinite independent set is perfect by the Erdés-Dushnik-Miller the- 

orem [5]. Also a countable comparability graph is nearly perfect. The graph 

Kg is an example of a countable comparabilty graph which is nearly perfect 

but not perfect. The following is an example of a countable comparability 

graph which is perfect but not very perfect. 

Example: Let P be the poset on {(m,n) : n < m < w} ordered so that 

(m,n) < (m',n’) & EITHER m=m’' &n<n',ORm<m &n+2<_N. 

The map f : P — w given by f(m,n) = n is strictly increasing, and the 

image of any antichain is finite. Therefore, by the theorem of Milner & Sauer 

(see Corollary 1.11), it follows that, if X is any subset whose image under 

f is infinite, then X contains an infinite chain. From this we see that the 

comparability graph of P is perfect. On the other hand, this comparability 

graph is not very good. To see this suppose, for a contradiction, that A 

is an antichain decomposition of P and that C is a chain having a non- 

empty intersection with each member of A. Then there are successive 

elements (m;,71), (™m2,N2) of C such that m,; < m2 and nj +2 < ne. 

The set D = {(m,n) : (m,n) < (me, n2)} contains the elements (m2,n) for 

n <n, —1, and these belong to no different members of A, say A;,...,An,- 

The chain C, = C(> (mz, n2)) cannot intersect any of these A;, and so each 

must have a non-empty intersection with C2 = C(< (mz,n2)). But this is 

impossible since |C2| <n, +1 < ng. 

The following related question arose in discussions with R. Aharoni.
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Problem 9. If G is a comparability graph which has no infinite indepen- 

dent set, must G be very good? 

Proof of Theorem 1.9. The implications (ii) => (iit) => (i) of Theorem 

1.9, and (iv) ==> (ii) in the case that P is well founded, are all obvious. 

The proof that (i) — (ii) follows by induction on the rank of P from 
the following slightly stronger result. The proof that (7) => (iv) for well 

founded P is similar and we omit it. 

Theorem 5.1. Let P = (P,<) be a partially ordered set of rank r(P) = v 

and suppose that P’ contains a chain of cardinality r(P’) whenever P" is 
an induced suborder having smaller rank r(P’) < r(P). Then either (0) P 

contains a chain of cardinality v, or (00) P embeds 82, or (000) there is an 

embedding f : n — P of the rational chain into P such that r(P|I) = v 

whenever I = P(> f(q))N P(< f(q') andq <q inn. 

In the proof of Theorem 5.1 we shall frequently use without reference 

the following simple fact. 

Lemma 5.2. If the partially ordered set P has rank r(P) = v > w, and if 

D and U are disjoint initial and final segments of P, then 

max{r(P|D), r(P|U), r(P|(P\(D UU))} = v. 

Proof. If Ag, Ai, Ag are respectively rankable antichain decompositions 

of P|D, P|U and P|P\(D UU), then Ap U A; U AQ is a rankable antichain 

decomposition of P. Mm 

Proof of Theorem 5.1. We can assume that v is infinite since (o) holds 
trivially if v is finite. For brevity we shall write r(X) instead of r(P|X) for 

any subset X C P. For X C P and aé P define X(< a) = P(< a))NX 

etc. Also, define 

D(X) = {rE X:r(X(<2)) <v}, U(X) = {4 € Xs r(X(> 2)) < vi, 

D(X) = {x € X : r(X(F z)) < v}, U(X) {x € Xs r(X(< z)) < v}. 

The sets D(X), Di(X) are initial segments of P and U(X), U(X) are final 

segments. 

We shall consider separately several different cases. 

Case 1. r(D(X)) < v and r(U(X)) < v whenever X C P and 

r(X) =v.
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We will show that, in this case, (000) holds. Let g,(n < w) beal—1 

enumeration of the rationals. Choose f(g) € P\(D(P) UU(P)). Then 

r(P(< f(go)) = r(P(> f(qo)) = v. Generally, suppose that n < w and that 

f(a) € P has been defined so that 

gi < 95 => f(a) < f(a) (5.1) 

holds for i,j < n. Suppose also so that r(I) = v whenever I is one of 

the n +1 open intervals Ip,...,I, of P determined by successive elements 

of the chain {f(q;) : i < n}; ie. if {f(q;) : i < n} = {x1,...,2,} and 

mi Ca... a Sn, then Ip = P(< 21), Li = P(> 21) N P(K< z2) etc.. Now 

there is some s < n such that 5.1 remains true for 7,7 <n with any choice 
for f(qn) in I,. Since r(D(I,)) and r(U(J,)) are both less than v, it follows 

by Lemma 5.2 that we can choose f(qn) € I,\(D(I,) UU(,)). From the 

definition of D(I,) and U(I,), it follows that r(T) = r(J”) = v, where 

I’ =I(< f(qn)) and I” = I(> f(qn)). This inductively defines the map 

f:1- P with all the reqyired properties. 

Case 2. There is X C P such that r(D,(X)) = v or ri (X)) =v. 

We will show that (o) holds in this case. By symmetry it will be enough 

to prove this for the case when r(D,(X)) = v. Since Di(Di(X)) = Di(X), 

we may also assume that X = D(X). 

Suppose first that EITHER (a) v is regular OR (6) v is singular and 

there is 4, < v such that r(X(%# z)) < ™ for alr € X. Leta<v 

and suppose that we have already chosen rg € X for 8 c a so that 

Io < 21 <...< &g < ... Since the sets X(F zg)(G < a) are increasing 

initial segments of X, it follows, in either of the cases (a) or (b), that 

r(U{X(# 38) : B c ap s lalsupír(x(2 ze)) : B c alj c v. Hence 

there is 22 € X\U{X(# z,) : y < a}, and it follows by induction that X 

contains a chain of order type v. 

Therefore, we may assume that v is a singular cardinal and that, for any 

vy, <v, there is x € X such that r(X(# z)) > vi. Let va(a < cf(v)) be an 

increasing sequence of cardinals cofinal in v, and let Y, = {z € X : r(X( 

r)) < va}. Since the sets Ya(a < cf(v)) are increasing initial segments of 
X whose union is X, it follows that vy = r(X) < o{r(¥,): a < cf(v)}. If, 

for some a < cf(v), we have r(Y,) = v, then Y, contains a chain of order 

type v by the argument used for (b) above. Therefore, we may assume 

that r(Y.) < v for all a < cf(v), and also that, for any cardinal p < v, 

there is some a < cf(v) such that. r(Y,) > pw. Let € < cf(v). Choose 

a < cf(v) so that r(Y,) > ve . By the hypothesis of the theorem there is
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a chain C' in Y, of cardinality r(Y,) and we can choose y € C such that 

IC(< y)| > vf. Note that X(< y) D Y¢, for if there is z € ¥,\X(< y) then 
X(F z)D X(< y) D C(< y), and so r(X(# z)) > [C(< y)| > %, and this 

contradicts the fact that z € Y;. Therefore, 

(vő c ef(v)) (Sy € X)(%_ C X(< y)). (9.1) 

Also, if € < cf(v) and x € Y;, then r(X(P z)) < % and r(X(> z)) =v 

and hence there is ¢ < cf(v) such that r(X(> 3) NY) 2 ve and so, by - 

hypothesis, X(> x) MY, contains a chain of cardinality ~~. Thus, for all 

€ <cf(v) and z € Y¢, there exists ¢ < cf(v) such that 

(X(> 2) NY, embeds a chain or cardinality 1). (9.2) 

We show that X contains a chain of cardinality v by inductively choos- 

ing elements zg € X for 8 < cf(v) so that (7) x, < zg for y c B and (ii) 

X(> 2g)NX(< p41) contains a chain of cardinality vg. Let a < cf(v) and 

suppose we have already defined zg for 8 < a so that (7) holds for 8B < a 

and (ii) holds for 8 + 1 < a. Suppose a is a limit. There is some € < cf(v) 

such that zg € Y¢ for all 6 < a and so by (9.1) there is Tr, € X such that 

Y~ C X(< zq) and so (i) holds for 8 < a@ and (it) holds for 8+1< a. Now 
suppose that a = 6 + 1 is a successor. There is € < cf(v) such that vs < 

and zs € Y;. By (9.2) there is ( c cf(v) such that X(> 25) MY; contains 

a chain of size 4g > vs. By (9.1) there is r, € X such that ¥; C X(< ma). 
Then (7) holds for 6 < a and (ii) holds for 8-1 £ a. 

Case 3. For all X C P such that r(X) — v there are r,y € X such 
that 

r(X(> 2)\X(> y)) =r(X(> y)\X(> 2)) =v. 

In this case there is an embedding of the binary tree (2<”,C) into P 

and so P embeds 12. Indeed, there is zr» € P such that P(> 2») = v. Let 

n <w and suppose that x; € P has been defined for all f € 2°" so that 

r(P;) =v, where 

P; = P(> z7)\U{P(>2,):9 € 25" and g J f}. 

By assumption, for each f € 2°, there are ry-o and xy-; in Py such 

that P(f,i) = Ps(> ay-;)\P(> 27-3) has rank v for {i,j} = {0,1}; the 
induction continues since P;.; = P(f,1). 

Case 4. There is a set X C P of rank v such that either X(>z)\X(>y) 

or X(>y)\X(> 2) has rank less than v whenever {z,y} CX.
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Let L denote the set of all pairs (x,y) € X xX such that r(X(> z)\X(> 

y)) <u. Since X(> x)\X(> z) € (X(> z)\X(> y)) U(X(> y)\X(> 2)), 
it follows that L is transitive and so there is a linear order << on X which 

extends LD. 

By Case 1, we may assume that either r(D(X)) = v or r(U(X)) = v. By 

symmetry we may suppose that r(D(X)) = v, and since D(D(X)) = D(X), 

we may suppose that X = D(X). By Case 2, we may also assume that 
r(D,(X)) < v, so that D,(X\D,(X)) = 0. Replacing X by X\D,(X), 

we may suppose further that D,(X) = @. We will show that, under these 
assumptions, P|X embeds 2. 

Let n < w and suppose that we have already chosen n chains Cp, ..., 

Ch-1 such that IC;| =i+ 1, say C; => (20; wees Lis } with Lig <... < Le, 

and such that there is no order relation (in P) between the elements of C; 

and C; if i # j. There is some index t < n such that rig << a4 for alli # t 

and i < n, so that r(X(> ai9)\X(> 20) < v. Since D(X) = 9, it follows 
that r(S) = r(X( 24.0)) = v, where 

S=X(F @)\U{X(> Bio) 14 <n, iF th. 

Also, since X = D(X), the initial segment T = U{X(< 2; : i <n} of X 
has rank r(T) < v. therefore, r(S\T) = v and so there is a chain C,, of size 

n+ 1 in S\T and, by the definitions of S and T, there is no order relation 
between the elements of C,, and the elements of Cy U...UCy-1. It follows 
by induction that P embeds 2. 
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